RBI SPORT – SPORTING REGULATIONS 2021
57. EVENT PRIZE-GIVING
Prize-giving details will be described in the Supplementary Regulations.

COPYWRITES AND PRESS PUBLICATIONS
58. PRESS AND PUBLICATIONS
GENERAL
Complies with the RBI Sport - Press regulations.
The accredited press representatives will accompany the whole event. They will be recording and making photos in the most interesting
places, interviewing the participants in the bivouac and making reportages. The accredited press and participants should cooperate and
do not disturb each other in their jobs. The participants do not have any rights over the recorded materials.
IMAGE COVERAGE
Competitors acknowledge that the Events, organized by RBI Sport, are promotional events from which they can get advantages for the
fame they can acquire.
COPYWRITE
RBI Sport holds the rights for those titles needed for the production and broadcast through different media in the whole world, of the
images and sounds related to this event.
All competitors commit themselves to respect the Regulations and acknowledge that their participation expressively authorises RBI Sport
and their holding rights to reproduce and represent (without any payment) to manage their exclusive right to use their names, voices,
images, biographies and more generally their sport performances along the editions of the rallies.
The competitors authorise RBI Sport, in name and on behalf of their sponsors and/or manufacturers of their vehicles, the right within the
diffusion derived by the Events, including sponsors and media attending the Event, to use and reproduce in whole or in part, at discretion
of the Organiser, over all existing and future supports, in the whole world, without any limit, for the whole duration foreseen by the
Bulgarian and foreign laws, by the actual or future agreements including the possible extensions which could be added to the foreseen
duration, their names, the marks or the brands of their sponsors and/or their images over vehicles.
In this sense, when the Organisation will authorise third parties to use the rally images for advertising or promotional aims, it doesn’t
authorise these to use the name, the voice, the image, the biography or the sport performance of a competitor, nor the mark of his
sponsor or manufacturer in view of a direct or indirect association among the competitor, his sponsor or manufacturer mark and the
product, the service, the mark or commercial name of third parties without the interested competitor, sponsor or the interested supplier.
In the same way, except for books and photographic books in any form, video cassettes, CD-ROM, DVD or more generally all video
support devices, over any support and format this might be produced on the subject whether it mentions all or part of the event, with
posters, postings, road books, maps, official programs related to the editions of the event, the Organisation will not exploit and will not
authorise the exploitation of the competitor individual images within the frame of merchandising of derived products commercialisation.
On the other hand, all competitors and/or their sponsors, accompanying people, etc. cannot shoot images related to the event,
whichever means they use, if they have not previously acquired the approval of RBI Sport. The written requests must be sent to Rally
Administration and the required accreditation to be approved.
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